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Fenix Manager is an intuitive and advanced software program that you can use to easily tinker with connection settings in the Modbus network. It is wrapped in a pleasant and user-friendly interface, and it comes loaded with several useful options and configuration parameters. Rapid installation and attractive GUI The entire setup operation is over in just a few
seconds, after which Fenix Manager greets you with a regular window that has a neatly organized structure. You can start a new project by specifying a name, author, company and description. HTML templates can be automatically generated to help you get ready. Configure settings for new projects A tree view is shown on the left part of the frame and it lets you
seamlessly explore HTML files, icons, JavaScript files and internal tags. New connections can be added after settings the name, driver and parameters. When it comes to drivers, Fenix Manager offers support for ModbusMasterASCII, ModbusMasterRTU and ModbusMasterTCP. It is possible to add devices with addresses, internal tags with names, data types,
initial values and descriptions, in addition to regular tags and files. Object properties can be examined, categorized and sorted from the right side of the window. Meanwhile, you can start tables, charts, logs and the editor, as well as insert new drivers or remove existing ones. The project can be saved to file and resumed at a later time. Evaluation and conclusion
There were no kind of stability issues in our tests, since the tool did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. It has a good response time and runs on low CPU and RAM, so it does not hamper system performance. Wrapped in a user-friendly interface, Fenix Manager provides users with approachable options and configuration settings for managing Modbus
network connections easily. This product was given to us for review.The present invention relates to communication systems in general and, more particularly, to a method and system for generating and distributing an emergency alert. A typical emergency alert system is used to notify the general public of an emergency situation. In a mass-broadcast
communication system (e.g., a television system), such as a television network system, the emergency alert system may generate an emergency alert in the form of an emergency message which may be communicated to all television viewers or an emergency message which may be communicated to only a particular television viewer or viewers. The emergency
alert system generates the emergency alert message based on a predetermined criteria or condition. For
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* Fast and easy setup of modbus master applications * Allows creation of multiple projects * Auto-generated project configurations based on HTML files * Support for Modbus MasterIP, Modbus MasterRTU, Modbus MasterTCP * Multilanguage supported Installation: * Microsoft Visual Studio * Winrar Additional program files for this setup are: * MACRO-
Modbus.zip Similar news: Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 - Free software download Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 | 6.4 Mb Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 | 6.4 Mb Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 | 6.4 Mb | Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Vista Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 is a professional and easy to use application designed for the creation and
deployment of Xpression Read the rest of "Free Xpress Designer Pro 3.4.5.2" » Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 - Free software download Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.6 Mb Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.6 Mb Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.6 Mb | Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Vista Xpression Document is a professional Xpression Read the rest of "Xpression
Document 3.4.5.2" » What is new in official Free Xpression Designer Pro 3.4.5.2 software version? - Here you'll find the list of all the important changes in version 3.4.5.2 released on 2016-01-20. More... Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 - Free software download Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.5 Mb Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.5 Mb Xpression Document 3.4.5.2 | 2.5
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Fenix Manager is an intuitive and advanced software program that you can use to easily tinker with connection settings in the Modbus network. It is wrapped in a pleasant and user-friendly interface, and it comes loaded with several useful options and configuration parameters. Rapid installation and attractive GUI The entire setup operation is over in just a few
seconds, after which Fenix Manager greets you with a regular window that has a neatly organized structure. You can start a new project by specifying a name, author, company and description. HTML templates can be automatically generated to help you get ready. Configure settings for new projects A tree view is shown on the left part of the frame and it lets you
seamlessly explore HTML files, icons, JavaScript files and internal tags. New connections can be added after settings the name, driver and parameters. When it comes to drivers, Fenix Manager offers support for ModbusMasterASCII, ModbusMasterRTU and ModbusMasterTCP. It is possible to add devices with addresses, internal tags with names, data types,
initial values and descriptions, in addition to regular tags and files. Object properties can be examined, categorized and sorted from the right side of the window. Meanwhile, you can start tables, charts, logs and the editor, as well as insert new drivers or remove existing ones. The project can be saved to file and resumed at a later time. Evaluation and conclusion
There were no kind of stability issues in our tests, since the tool did not hang, crash or pop up error messages. It has a good response time and runs on low CPU and RAM, so it does not hamper system performance. Wrapped in a user-friendly interface, Fenix Manager provides users with approachable options and configuration settings for managing Modbus
network connections easily. 12 Reasons To Buy Extreme PC Now - A large range of Windows OS flavors (Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10) - Thoroughly tested and ready to use. - Customizable display templates make your work more pleasant and effective. - Automatic setup and update. - Included languages: English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish, Chinese Simplified, and Chinese Traditional - In-depth documentation and a comprehensive instruction manual. TinyFox allows you to quickly capture any website content you want, and then share it with your favorite social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter,
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What's New In Fenix Manager?

Software Information: Category: Tags: Use: Fenix Manager Modbus is a cost-free, full-featured professional tool for your Modbus network. It offers you and your customers flexible options to configure the settings for a connection, and to easily locate and modify device settings in a tree-view view. Rapid installation and attractive GUI The setup operation takes less
than a few seconds, after which Fenix Manager greets you with a window that is neatly organized and user-friendly. For a new connection, you can name it, set the description, add a driver and specify the parameters. Data types, tags, files and fonts can be selected and saved in an HTML template for future use. Add and remove devices and modify settings You can
add and remove devices in Fenix Manager, and it has a clear structure for browsing internal tags and connecting to specific addresses. You can edit device properties, add new ones, remove them, change properties, and select object properties to sort the list of connected devices. Start new projects and templates Start projects for Modbus RTU and ModbusTCP
devices by defining their parameters. To start new projects, Fenix Manager offers HTML templates that can be used to create projects and to modify the settings easily. Evaluation and conclusion Fenix Manager is a cost-free, full-featured software package for configuring your Modbus network. It has an attractive GUI and a good response time, so it does not affect
system performance. Software Information: Category: Tags: Use: System Monitor is a useful utility that lets you check a wide range of information about your operating system, hardware and programs. Rapid installation and simple interface Setting up System Monitor is very easy, since it is a lightweight tool. When you launch System Monitor, it automatically
configures all settings such as the URL, name and description for new projects. A project is the base for your configuration and consists of the types of devices, objects, internal tags and their settings. In addition, each project can have a manager, serial number, license ID and version. Projects can be quickly created by adding devices, external tags, servers, IP
addresses and files. Backup, import and export data You can export all projects to HTML files, or directly to a text file. You can also import all projects, as well as the settings you use, from other systems. Data can be exported from all devices or selected devices to HTML files, or directly to text files. For example, you can export values for all devices or selected
devices to a text file. System Monitor lets you view all settings for a specific device, and you can use an HTML editor to edit values and generate more devices. You can even add new projects and select a specific data type for specific project types. Evaluation and
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System Requirements For Fenix Manager:

Category Version OS CPU: 2.2GHz Dual-core, 4GB of RAM, OpenGL 4.3 or higher GPU: Nvidia GTX 750Ti or AMD R9 290X/390/460/470/480 GPU RAM: 1GB VRAM. (compatibility tested with Windows 8.1 64bit and Windows 10 64bit) Multiplayer: 2, 4, 8, 16 players. Multiplayer (details): Standalone, MultiPlayer Online (MP), CS:GO, Rainbow 6
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